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Influence of State Reduction on the Number of State 
Variables in Race-Free Asynchronous Sequential Circuits 
GRAZIANO FROSINI 
Istituto di Elaborazione dell'Informazione del Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, 
Pisa, Italy 
Generally, in synthesizing race-free asynchronous sequential circuits, state 
reduction and state assignment are performed in an independent way. In this 
paper it is shown that in performing state reduction, the number of variables 
for a race-free state assignment may increase. For an important class of 
asynchronous flow-tables, conditions are established by which the number of 
state variables does not increase or decrease when state reduction is 
performed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the synthesis of asynchronous sequential circuits the following three 
steps are considered: 
1. construction of the primitive flow-table (Huffman, 1954); 
2. reduction of the number of internal states of the primitive flow-table 
to obtain the minimum-row flow-table (Huffman, 1954; Paul and Unger, 1959; 
Grasselli and Luccio, 1965); 
3. binary coding of the internal states of the minimum-row flow-table 
in such a way that the circuit will operate according to flow-table specifi- 
cations, independently of the magnitude of transmission delays (without 
critical races) (Huffman, 1954; Liu, 1963; Tracey, 1966). 
Generally steps 2 and 3 are executed one after the other in an independent 
way. In this work it is shown that state reduction may increase the number of 
variables necessary for critical race free state assignments. For an important 
class of asynchronous flow-tables (which includes completely specified 
flow-tables) I also investigated how the number of state variables varies 
(increases or decreases) when state reduction is performed. 
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2. STATE REDUCTION 
Let A be an asynchronous flow-table, in general incompletely specified. 
To reduce the number of internal states of A, the first step is to find the pairs 
of compatible states: two internal states a and b are compatible (a ~ b) if for 
every input state Ii : 1) the output states z(Ii, a) and z(Ii, b) are equal 
whenever they are both specified, and 2) the next states s(Ii, a) and s(Ii, b) 
are compatible whenever they are both specified. 
A compatibility class of states is a set of internal states pairwise compatible. 
A maximal compatibility class of states is a compatibility class of states not 
contained in any other compatibility class of states. 
Let C = {a, b,..., n} be a compatibility class of states and Ii be an input 
state of A. The compatibility class of states Ci = {S(Ii, a), S(Ii, b),..., S(Ii, n)} 
is said to be implied by C. 
A collection K of compatibility classes of states is said to be a covering of 
the states of A if 1) every state of A is contained in at least one class of K, 
and 2) every class implied by a class of K is contained in at least one class of K. 
A covering K is said to be minimal if there is no other covering K' with a 
number of classes less than the number of classes of K. 
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A reducible asynchronous flow-table. 
STATE REDUCTION AND STATE ASS IGNMENT 
TABLE I 
A Partitional Covering (Minimal Also) for the Flow-Table in Fig. 1 
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Compatibility classes States of the reduced flow-table 
1,2, 4 a 
3 b 
5, 7 c 
6 d 
8 e 
Starting from a flow-table A, for every covering K of the states of A, 
a flow-table ~/k which covers A can be constructed. For every state a of J/ 
there exists a state al~ of A k such that, starting from a and a k , respectively, 
and for any input sequence, the output states of A~ are equal to the output 
states of A whenever the output states of _//are specified. 
DEFINITION 1. If, for the states of a flow-table A, a covering K~ exists 
such that each state of A is contained in only one class of K , ,  the covering K~ 
is said a partitional covering of the states of A. 
I f  a partitional covering of the states of A exists, only one state of the 
reduced flow-table A~ corresponds to each state of A. For completely 
specified flow-tables all the coverings (including the minimal ones) are 
partitional coverings. Partitional coverings (possibly minimal coverings) can 
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FIo. 2. The minimum-row flow-table obtained from flow-table in Fig. 1 and 
partitional covering in Table I. 
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exist also for many incompletely specified flow-tables. For example, in the 
incompletely specified flow-table shown in Fig. 1 there are compatible states. 
The minimal covering shown in Table I is a partitional covering. The 
corresponding minimum-row flow-table is depicted in Fig. 2. 
3. STATE ASSIGNMENT 
In the following, only normal asynchronous flow-tables, in which any 
unstable state leads directly to a stable state, are considered. In an 
asynchronous flow-table A, we shall say that for an input state I s a transition 
(a, b) between two states a and b exists if S(I i ,  a) = b or S(I i ,  b) z a. The 
binary coding of the internal states of flow-table A can be made in such a 
fashion that for any transition the circuit reaches the proper stable state 
independently of the magnitude of transmission delays. When this happens, 
the circuit is said to be free of critical races. In order to eliminate critical races 
two types of state assignments are referred to in the literature: assignments 
where any transition between two states is performed by a sequence of single 
variable changes (Huffman, 1954), and assignments where all the variables 
which must change in a transition become unstable simultaneously (Liu, 1963; 
Tracey, 1966; Friedman, 1967). These are called single transition time (S.T.T.) 
state assignments, and allow the circuit to operate with the greatest speed. 
An unicode S.T.T. state assignment is one where only one code per state is 
allowed. In the following, only unicode S.T.T. assignments will be con- 
sidered. 
In an asynchronous flow-table A, if for an input state I i there are two 
transitions (a, b) and (c, d) (one transition (a, b) and one stable state c) a 
complete dichotomy (a, b; c, d) (a partial dichotomy (a, b; c)) is said to exist. 
The two parts which constitute a dichotomy are said blocks of the dichotomy. 
A state variable y satisfies a dichotomy if the states belonging to one block 
of the dichotomy are coded with one binary value ofy and the states belonging 
to the other block are coded with the other value. 
In an S.T.T. state assignment every dichotomy existing in A is satisfied by 
at least one state variable, and for every pair of states a and b there is at least 
one state variable which partitions a and b in different blocks, i.e., which 
satisfies the degenerate dichotomy (a; b). The procedure for obtaining the 
minimum number of variables required for coding the states of an asyn- 
chronous flow-table by an S.T.T. state assignment, has been described by 
Tracey (1966). The same procedure can be expressed in a different manner 
by defining the following compatibility relation between ordered dichotomies. 
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DEFINITION 2. An ordered dichotomy D O is a dichotomy whose blocks are 
considered as ordered. With every dichotomy D ~ (a, b; c, d) two ordered 
dichotomies D O ~ (a, b; c, d) and D ° • (c, d; a, b) are associated; each one 
of these is said to be the complement of the other. 
DEFINITION 3. Two ordered dichotomies D1 ° and D2 ° are compatible 
(D1 ° ~-~ D2 °) if there is no state belonging both to the first (second) block of D1 ° 
and to the second (first) block of D2 °. 
A compatibility class of ordered dichotomies (class of ordered dichotomies) 
is a set of ordered dichotomies pairwise compatible. A maximal class of 
ordered dichotomies i a class of ordered dichotomies not contained in any 
other class of ordered dichotomies. All the dichotomies belonging to the same 
class of ordered dichotomies can be satisfied by only one state variable. 
A dichotomy D a covers a dichotomy D~ (D1 D D~) if all the states belonging 
to each block of D~ belong to a block of D 1 . Every dichotomy D is covered 
by both the ordered dichotomies associated with D. 
The minimum number of variables required for an S.T.T. state assignment 
can be obtained by performing the following steps: 
1. consider the dichotomies existing in the flow-table and add to these all 
the degenerate dichotomies which are not covered by at least one dichotomy 
existing in the flow-table. In  such a way the dichotomy list is obtained; 
2. consider the ordered dichotomies associated with the dichotomies of 
the dichotomy list and find the maximal classes of ordered dichotomies. The 
two classes of ordered dichotomies which cover the same dichotomies are 
considered equivalent (the one of these classes is formed by the ordered 
dichotomies which are the complement of the ordered dichotomies which 
form the other class); 
3. select he minimum number of maximal classes of ordered dichotomies 
which cover all the dichotomies of the dichotomy list (minimal covering of 
ordered ichotomies). One State variable corresponds to every selected maximal 
class of ordered dichotomies. 
For example, Table I I  shows the dichotomy list of the primitive asyn- 
chronous flow-table in Fig. 1. Table I I I  shows the maximal classes of ordered 
dichotomies and a minimal covering of ordered dichotomies (maximal classes 
marked with an asterisk). Table IV shows the corresponding state assignment, 
which requires three variables. 
As previously stated, the primitive flow-table in Fig. 1 is reducible, and the 
corresponding minimum-row flow-table is depicted in Fig. 2. The above 
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TABLE II 
Dichotomy List of the Flow-Table in Fig 1. 
D1 = (1,6; 3,5) 
D~ = (1,2; 6,8) 
D3 = (2,5; 6,8) 
D4 = (2,7; 6,8) 
D5 = (1,3; 5,7) 
De = (1,3; 7,8) 
D7 = (2,3; 5,7) 
D8 = (2,3; 7,8) 
D9 = (3,4; 5,7) 
Da0 = (3,4; 7,8) 
Dll = (3,6; 2,4) 
DI~ = (3,6; 4,8) 
D18=(  1;2 ) 
D14 = ( 1; 4 ) 
DI~ = ( 2; 4 ) 
Da6 = ( 5; 7 ) 
procedure can be applied to the reduced flow-table (see Tables V-VI I ) ,  and 
the minimum number of state variables is four. Therefore, in reducing the 
flow-table in Fig. 1, the minimum number of variables for an S.T.T. state 
assignment increases. 
Given a reducible asynchronous flow-table A, the number of variables for 
an S.T.T.  state assignment may increase or decrease when state reduction is 
performed. The mechanism by which state reduction influence the number 
of state variables is investigated in the next section. 
4. INFLUENCE OF STATE REDUCTION ON THE NUMBER 
OF STATE VARIABLES 
Let A be an asynchronous flow-table (primitive or partially reduced) 
having compatible states. Suppose that for the states of A a partitional 
covering K~ exists, and denote by A~ the flow-table covering A and resulting 
from K~.  The number of states of A~ is less than the number of states of A. 
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TABLE III 
Maximal Classes of Ordered Dichotomies of the Dichotomy List in Table II 
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1) D2 °, D~ °, Do °, D7 °, Ds °, D5 °, D~o * 
2) D2°, D~°, D6 o, DT°, D8°, D14°, D olo 
3) D5 °, D~ °, Dv °, D8 °, D~,  D°4, D°5 
4) D5 °, D8 °, D0O2, DI°,, D0Os, D0O6 
5) D5 °, D~,, D~2, D°13, DO,, D~6 * 
6) D~ °, D3 °, Do °, Ds °, D~o, D~6 
7) D o D O o o o o o 
2 , a , D6  , Ds  , D14  , D15  , D16 
8) D5 °, Do °, n° , ,  D1%, D%, DO, 
9) D, °, D~x, D°8, D0O,, D°lo 
10) - o - o o o D~ , D 4 , Dn ,  Dlo 
11) Oi °, Do, 04°, DOs, O0O, 
12) /38 °, D, °, D5 °, D0Ol, D0O3, D0O 4
13) D2 °, Da °, D, °,/3°1 
14) D2 °, Da °, D, °, D9 °, D°., D0O 5 
15) /3 0, /3~o , D°,, D0O5 
16) D7 °, Do °, Do °, D0Oo,/3°3, D °, 
17) D2 °, D. °,/3~1, D% 
18) Dv °, Ds °, D~I ,/3°8, D°5 
19) Ds °, D°s,/303, D°5, D% 
20) D1 °, /3~°, /3,0, D%,/30O~ *
2~) /3,°, D3 °, D~ °,/3o,~, D~5, D~o 
22) D O ~0 /30 -0 0 ,D4 ,  5 , /390  ,D13,D*5  
23) /31 °, Dz °, D8 °, D°o,/3~3,/3~,, D~6 
24) D~ °,/3~1, D~z,/3~*, D1°6 
25) D5 °, D5 °, O. °, O0oo, D0Oz, D0O5 
26) D. °, D0Oo, D0Oa, D0Os, D0O5 
27) - o o -o o D. , D13, D15, D15 
28) /3~2, D~3,/3°5, D0O6 
29) D0Ol, D0O2, D O o o l a ,  D I * , /31o  
30) D0O 2 D o D O o , , a ,  15 ,  /316  
31) D2 °, D, °, O°,, D°5,/30 
--0 0 O 0 -o  32) D1 °, D,o , Dl, , 15 , D16 
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TABLE IV 
State Assignment for Flow-Table in Fig. 1 
Yl Y2 Ya 
1 0 0 0 
2 0 1 1 
3 0 0 1 
4 0 1 0 
5 1 0 1 
6 1 0 0 
7 1 1 1 
8 1 1 0 
Given flow-table A and partitional covering K~, the aim of this section is to 
investigate how the number of state variables for an S.T.T. state assignment 
varies (increases or decreases) when flow-table A reduces to A~. Our consid- 
erations are restricted to partitional coverings, because the investigation is 
easier. In fact, only one state of A~ corresponds to each state of _d. 
Let D be a dichotomy (complete, partial or degenerate) belonging to the 
dichotomy list of the flow-table A (dichotomy of A). By substituting every 
state of A belonging to D with the corresponding state of A~, a new dichotomy 
D* may be obtained. If a dichotomy D* is obtained, D* is said to be generated 
by D. In this case at least one dichotomy D' of A~ which covers D* exists, 
and we say that D' corresponds to D (D --+ D'). 
Let us consider all the dichotomies of A and let us examine the 
corresponding dichotomies of A~. The dichotomies of 21 can be classified 
into three groups: 
a. dichotomies whose states belong to different classes of K~ ; 
b. dichotomies (not degenerate) for which 1) there exists at least one block 
whose two states belong to the same class of K~, and 2) states belonging to 
different blocks do not belong to the same class of K~ ; 
c. dichotomies for which there exist at least two states belonging to different 
blocks which belong to the same class of K~. 
To every dichotomy of ~/ which belongs to group a (denoted by Da) 
a dichotomy D~' of A~ corresponds which is obtained by starting from D~ 
and substituting each state of A with the corresponding state of A~. The 
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same dichotomy D a' may correspond to several dichotomies Dal, D% ,..., D%. 
This happens if the states by which the dichotomies Da~ differ belong to the 
same class of K~.  
A dichotomy of A belonging to group b (denoted by Db) generates a partial 
dichotomy D'by if Db is complete and the states of only one block of D b belong 
to the same class of K~ ; or a degenerate dichotomy Do* a if Db is partial, or D b 
is complete and the states of each block of D b belong to the same class of K~.  
A dichotomy such as Db~(Dba ) may belong to the dichotomy list of A~,  in 
which case is denoted by D( ;  or it can be covered by one or more dichotomies 
such as D a' (D b' or Da' ). In the last case only one dichotomy of A~ is considered 
to correspond to D b . The same dichotomy Db' or D a' may correspond to 
several dichotomies like D~. 
A dichotomy of A belonging to group c (denoted by De) does not generate 
a new dichotomy; in fact, D~, obtained by starting from D e and substituting 
each state of _d with the corresponding state of _d~, is not a dichotomy, since 
there is a state of A~ which belongs to both the blocks of D~. Dichotomies 
such as D e are said disjunctive and in the state reduction disappear. 
Therefore, given an asynchronous flow-table A and a partitional covering 
K~,  state reduction of _/t into A~ causes the following modifications in the 
dichotomies of A: 
--several dichotomies of A may have the same corresponding dichotomy 
in _d~ ; 
- -some dichotomies of A disappear. 
As an example, let us consider the dichotomies listed in Table II, which 
can be grouped as follows: 
--dichotomies of group a: D 1 , D~, D 4 , D G , D s , D~0, DI~ ; 
- -dichotomies of group b: D e , D 5 , D 7 , D 9 , Dl l  ; 
- -dichotomies of group c: D13, D14, D15, D16 ; 
The correspondences between the dichotomies of .// (Table II) and the 
dichotomies of A~ (Table V) are the following: 
D~ --~ DI'; 
D 2 , D a , D~ --> D 2'; 
Ds,  D6 , D7 , Ds , Do , D10 ~ D a'; 
D n , DI~ -~ D~'; 
D13, D14, D15 , D16 disappear. 
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TABLE V 
Dichotomy List of the Flow-Table in Fig. 2 
Dl' = (a, d; b, c) 
D2' = (a, c; d, e) 
Ds'  = (a, b; c, e) 
D4' = (a, e; b, d) 
TABLE VI 
Maximal Classes of Ordered Dichotomies for the Dichotomy List in Table V 
13 D~' * 
2) D~' * 
3~ D°3 ' * 
4) D O' * 
TABLE VII 
State Assignment for the Reduced Flow-Table 
Y~ Ye Y3 Y~ 
a 0 0 0 0 
b 1 - -  0 1 
c 1 0 1 - -  
d 0 1 - -  1 
e - -  1 1 0 
Note that  d ichotomies belonging to group c are always present  in the 
d ichotomy list of A, at least as degenerate dichotomies.  
Besides, all the d ichotomies of X~ are generated by d ichotomies of A, that  
is the d ichotomy list of A~ can be directly obtained f rom the d ichotomy list 
of A and f rom the part i t ional  covering K~.  
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The previous considerations can be easily extended to the ordered 
dichotomies of A and A~. The ordered dichotomies of A can be classified 
into groups a, b and c. Each ordered dichotomy D o of A belonging to 
groups a and b generates an ordered dichotomy D o* if the states of A are 
substituted with the corresponding states of -//,. An ordered dichotomy D °' 
of _//~ corresponds to D o if the first (second) block of D o' covers the first 
(second) block of D °*. Only one ordered dichotomy of .//~ is considered to 
correspond to each ordered dichotomy of .// belonging to groups a and b. 
Now let us examine the relationship between compatibility relations of the 
ordered dichotomies of A and compatibility relations of the corresponding 
ordered dichotomies of -//~. Only dichotomies of A belonging to groups a 
and b will be considered, because dichotomies of group c disappear in the 
state reduction. For these dichotomies the following statements hold. 
STATEMENT 1. I f  two ordered dichotomies of A, D1 ° and D2 °, are not 
compatible, the corresponding ordered dichotomies of A , ,  D o' and D °', are not 
compatible. 
If  D1 ° and Dz ° are not compatible, an internal state s which belongs to the 
first block of DI°(D2 °) and to the second block of D2°(D1 °) exists. Let s. be 
the state of A~ which corresponds to s. The ordered dichotomies Do" and D °' 
are not compatible since state s, belongs to the first block of D°'(D °') and to 
the second block of D°'(D°'). 
STATEMENT 2. Let D 2 and D2 ° be two compatible ordered dichotomies 
of A. The corresponding ordered dichotomies of _/t~, D o" and D °', are not 
compatible if and only if there exist two states r and s, the first belonging to 
the first block of DI°(D~ °) and the second to the second block of D2°(Dl°), which 
belong to the same class of K ,  . 
If  such two states exist, let us denote by s~ the state of A~ which corresponds 
to r and s. The ordered dichotomies D o' and D o' are not compatible since 
state s~ belongs to the first block of D o' (D °') and to the second block of 
D O" (D°'). In all other cases, if D1 ° and D2 ° are compatible, D o' and D o' are 
compatible also. 
A pair of ordered dichotomies of A which satisfies the hypothesis of the 
second statement is called a singular pair of ordered dichotomies. 
STATEMENT 3. Let D o' and D o" be two ordered dichotomies of A~, and 
denote by {D1 °} and {D2° } the sets of ordered dichotomies of _/1 to which D °" 
and D o" correspond, respectively. I f  D°'~ -~ D °', all the ordered dichotomies 
belonging to the union of {D1 °} and {D2 °} are pairwise compatible. 
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The ordered dichotomies belonging to {DI °} or to {D~ °} are pairwise 
compatible. Let D1 ° and D2 ° be two ordered dichotomies belonging to {D1 °} 
and {D2°}, respectively. If D1 ° and D2 ° are not compatible, D O' and D°' 
cannot be compatible (Statement 1), thus contradicting the hypothesis. 
Therefore DI ° ~-~ D2 °. 
From the previous statements it follows that, if state reduction of the 
flow-table A is performed, some compatibility relations between dichotomies 
may break and no new compatibility relations arise. 
For example, the ordered dichotomies of the flow-table in Fig. 1, 
D1 ° = (1, 6; 3, 5) and 133° = (6, 8; 2, 5) are compatible, and the corre- 
sponding ordered dichotomies of the reduced flow-table in Fig. 2, 
D o '= (a, d; b, c) and /30 '= (d, e; a, c) are not compatible. The ordered 
dichotomies D1 ° and/38 o constitute a singular pair of ordered dichotomies, 
since the states 1 and 2 belong to the same class for K~. 
We can now prove the following Theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an asynchronous reducible flow-table, K~ a partitional 
covering for the states of A, and A~ the reduced flow-table resulting from K~ . 
I f  the dichotomies belonging to the dichotomy list of A are covered by a minimal 
covering KDM where two dichotomies which form a singular pair of ordered 
dichotomies do not belong to the same class, then state reduction of the flow- 
table A into the flow-table A~ does not make the number of variables for an 
S.T.T. state assignment increase. 
Proof. Let n be the number of the maximal classes of KDM, and let Ci 
be one of these. If  every nondisjunctive ordered dichotomy Du o of A be- 
longing to C~ is substituted with the corresponding ordered dichotomy D~ 
of A~, a class C~' of ordered dichotomies of A~ is obtained (Theorem 
hypothesis and Statement 2). The collection K'DM constituted by the n classes 
of ordered ichotomies such as C/covers all the dichotomies of A~, and the 
Theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an asynchronous reducible flow-table, K~ a partitional 
covering for the states of A, and A ,  the reduced flow-table resulting from K~ . 
If, for every minimal covering KDM of the dichotomies of A, each disjunctive 
ordered ichotomy of A belongs to classes which contain ordered ichotomies not 
contained in other classes of KDM , then state reduction of the flow-table A into 
the flow-table A~ does not make the number of variables for an S.T.T. state 
assignment decrease. 
Proof. Let n be the number of maximal classes by which the minimal 
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coverings are constkuted, and let KDM be a minimal covering. Denote by {D n} 
the set of the dichotomies obtained from the dichotomy list of A excluding 
the disjunctive dichotomies. A minimal covering K~m of the set {D n} is 
constituted by n maximal classes of ordered ichotomies (Theorem hypothesis). 
Suppose that for the dichotomy list of A~ there exists a minimal covering K~r  
constituted by n' < n classes of ordered dichotomies. Let C~' be a class of 
Kgm. If we substitute every ordered ichotomy Do' of A~ belonging to C i' 
by the set {Di °} of the ordered ichotomies of A to which D o' corresponds, 
we obtain a class C, of ordered ichotomies of A (Statement 3). The collection 
KD* M constituted by the n' classes of ordered ichotomies such as C~ covers all 
the dichotomies of {Dn}. Therefore the covering K~M is not a minimal 
covering. The assumption that n' be less than n cannot be verified and the 
Theorem is proved. 
COROLLAR'Z 1. I f  the hypotheses stated in Theorem 2 are verified, the 
number of state variables increases if, for every minimal covering Kgm , there 
exists a maximal class of ordered dichotomies which contains a singular pair of 
ordered dichotomies which are not s parately contained i  any other class of KDM . 
Minimal coverings for the dichotomy list of the flow-table depicted in 
Fig. 1 (such as the minimal covering shown in Table III) satisfy the hypothesis 
of Theorem 2 and Corollary 1. State reduction of the flow-table makes the 
number of state variables increase, as previously shown. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Given a reducible asynchronous flow-table A and a partitional covering K~ 
of the states of A, the influence of state reduction of A on the number of 
variables for an S.T.T. state assignment has been investigated. 
The dichotomies of the flow-table A have been examined, and a corre- 
spondence between these dichotomies and the dichotomies of the reduced 
flow-table A~ has been established. It has been shown that, performing state 
reduction, some dichotomies of A (the disjunctive dichotomies) di appear 
(do not have corresponding dichotomies in A~). 
A compatibility relation between ordered dichotomies has been defined 
and it has been proved that there exist compatible pairs of ordered ichotomies 
of A (singular pairs of ordered dichotomies) to which correspond in A~ not 
compatible pairs of ordered ichotomies; that is, performing state reduction, 
some compatibility relations break. 
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The two phenomena (dichotomies which disappear, compatibility relations 
which break) influence the number of state variables in opposite way: the first 
makes this number decrease the second make it increase. Theorems have been 
proved establishing sufficient conditions on the flow-table A by which the 
number of state variables does not increase or does not decrease, when state 
reduction is performed. 
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